Jeppesen Total Navigation Solution
Executive summary
Do more with less.
It’s a challenge we all face, and it’s the reality of military operations.
Jeppesen’s Total Navigation Solution (TNS) gives you enterprise, force-wide, unlimited access to
Jeppesen’s high quality, comprehensive global library of aeronautical charts—all for a simple, flat fee.
That means you have any chart at any time for any user on any mission. You can access the charts
however you’d like: on paper, on the ground, digitally or completely mobile on the flight deck.
Jeppesen TNS provides:
•

Access to Jeppesen’s industry-leading, comprehensive electronic global library of aeronautical
charts for use on the ground and in the air—Web, PC software or an app running on the mobile
device you choose.
○○

Mobile FliteDeck for iOS, and FliteDeck Pro for both iOS and Windows®.

○○

Comprehensive global charting software, electronic charts for Windows, for the PC or laptop.

○○

Web access from any computer with Internet connection via secure, user-unique username and password.

•

All terminal, enroute and supporting chart libraries and NOTAMs.

•

Ability to print charts from the Web or electronic charts for Windows software.

•

An operationally approvable path to a paperless cockpit.

•

Military airport coverage and unique charts, such as Airport Qualification Procedures (AQP).

•

A consistent, reliable chart utilizing Jeppesen’s airline-proven distribution backbone and proprietary
chart file format for compact file sizes, even with the global coverage.

•

Integration with Jeppesen’s industry-leading flight planning systems.

•

Multiple chart sources consolidated into one solution with the ability to ingest your own charts or other
third-party charts.

•

Paper chart services, if required.

•

Additional services including Jeppesen charts on Multi-Function Displays (MFD).

Contact: GMS_Support@jeppesen.com

Jeppesen Total Navigation Solution
Military charting challenges
Military units have an increasing demand for
access to worldwide data. With the shift to
more global responsibilities, no-notice reaction
to humanitarian support needs and supporting
coalition or joint operations, government and
military aeronautical charting users need instant
and reliable access to global data to complete their
missions effectively, efficiently and safely. TNS
provides a true worldwide chart library and can
also eliminate the challenges of shipping, distributing and managing paper charts.
Jeppesen understands the unique challenges you
face in securing current, comprehensive, highquality, accurate charting for your operations.
Your missions are multifaceted, the airspace you
operate in is complex and resources are limited.
That’s why TNS is designed to meet all of the
operational needs of government and military chart
users and priced and structured to meet the needs
of procurement agencies, as well.

Simple pricing/procurement
TNS offers a simplified pricing model, based
on the number and type of aircraft you have
within your operation. This includes access-key
management so that the price will not change
with your normal military pilot rotations or with
the customary changes and adjustments to the
number of users. Pricing remains simple and
consistent with no changing individual usage
charges or coverage change fees. All your users
are covered and they have immediate access
to the entire world’s charts, when and how they
need them—simple.
Additional services can also be included to make
your TNS service even more valuable. These
include our paper charts, unique aircraft-configured MFDs in your aircraft, or Mobile Device
Management (MDM) solutions.

Different navigation
chart requirements
for different users
Navigation and charting requirements vary across
different organizations within the government
and military markets. Your charting needs may
differ based on the type of operations or missions
you have, but your need for ground and airborne
charting access will likely remain constant.
Instant access to a worldwide, high-quality, electronic library of charts from your choice of device
or computer is critical. As a result, Jeppesen
created a charting solution to meet the needs of
every use case, whether planning a mission into a
new region of the world or flying the RNAV procedure into a large commercial airport.
With TNS, you have access to up-to-date charts
using the delivery method most useful for your
mission. For example, your service could include a
mixture of Windows® tablets for fixed wing users,
iPads® for helicopters, and iPad mini devices
for the smaller confines of fighter cockpits. With
TNS there are no restrictions on the types of
devices and access methods can be tailored to
fit your needs.

Chart data access options
Jeppesen provides multiple solutions within TNS
to meet the different and unique needs of various
military flight operations. The charts organized and
managed with TNS can be delivered through:
•

Electronic charts for Windows—PC software

•

Electronic charts online—Website

•

Mobile FliteDeck or FliteDeck
Pro—mobile devices

•

Electronic charts for MFDs—integrated
front panel display

•

Jeppesen standard or tailored
Airway Manuals®

Electronic charts for Windows 7
This personal computer-based software application, provides an intuitive graphical interface that
makes mission planning and mission package
creation easier, faster and less expensive. Built-in
planning tools make it easy to identify, view, and if
needed, print the necessary charts for departure,
enroute, arrival and potential diversion aerodromes
along the route of flight for each mission. The
terminal chart and text document databases can
be stored on individual personal computers for fast
access with no need to connect to the Internet.
Users can receive updates to the software and
chart/document databases either via a CD ROM
sent from Jeppesen, or via the Internet.

Electronic charts online
Web access to Jeppesen charts is ideal for users
operating worldwide that may require access to
new charts or documents from hotels, an FBO or
other remote, Web-connected sites. This service
provides multiple-user access to aeronautical
charting information through standard Internet
connections. Jeppesen builds and maintains a
website for each customer that organizes and
delivers their worldwide aeronautical information.
The website is securely protected with usernames
and passwords that you set up through an easyto-use administration tool. An intuitive graphical
user interface provides extensive search, filter
and select capabilities that quickly guide users
to the exact information needed. The homepage,

aerodrome information, approach charts and text
pages are authored in searchable XML format.
All users can print an unlimited amount of
Jeppesen charts directly from the website, and
also download charts as .pdf electronic documents
for distribution via email.

Mobile FliteDeck or FliteDeck Pro
Jeppesen FliteDeck Pro and Mobile FliteDeck
are powerful, complete mobile Electronic Flight
Bag (EFB) solutions that include the high-quality,
trusted charting Jeppesen is known for with
dynamic chart rendering and all the data you need
to fly paperless. Our award winning apps support
both Windows 8 and iOS platforms, and have been
designed to give pilots the information they need,
when they need it. You can mix and match your
pilot hardware needs and preferences without
incurring additional charges or change fees. Most
importantly, if you choose to switch to a different
hardware platform, you don’t have to change your
mobile app or chart service pricing!

Electronic charts for MFDs
Jeppesen works with most major OEMs for
charting and NavData subscriptions on MFDs.
Please contact your Jeppesen Government and
Military Aviation representative to discuss your
specific equipment requirements.

Jeppesen standard or
tailored Airway Manuals
TNS also includes one more cost and paper-saving
feature that many of our customers have asked
for—standard paper chart coverages. Should your
organization still desire to receive printed Jeppesen
charts, working with your Jeppesen representative, you can specify exactly which standard
coverages you would like to receive. Our paper
charting setup under TNS is specifically designed
to help our customers make the transition from
paper to paperless!
TNS allows for a ramping down to elimination of
paper as the electronic solutions are operationally
approved, helping further reduce your costs and
improve efficiency.

Data distribution

updated, providing a drastically reduced upload
time. In addition to speeding data uploads, since
this is done at a binary level, JDM Pro can apply
this technology to any kind of update, including
customer published content. Through the single
JDM Pro console you have the ability to manage
data delivery to multiple applications and quickly
understand the status of the devices within your
operation through informative reports such as
devices registered and data delivered.
JDM Pro can be seamlessly integrated with
existing, back-end systems and includes industry
standard security measures with greater security control through encrypted data delivery.
Mobile Device Management (MDM) applications like AirWatch® can also be integrated with
JDM Pro to help you manage your enterprise
mobility programs.

FliteDeck Pro within TNS includes the Jeppesen
Distribution Manager (JDM) Pro solution, which
is a data distribution application that delivers
operational data and documents securely, efficiently and quickly—anytime, anywhere with an
Internet or intranet connection. JDM Pro can be
Web-based or locally hosted depending on your
security requirements.

A true enterprise solution

JDM Pro is a scalable global data management
application with the unique ability to handle binary
delta sets. This means that from one data update
to the next, only the changed bytes in the data are

•

TNS is an enterprise, force-wide, flexible solution—providing any chart at any time for any
user on any mission. For one flat rate, you have
unlimited access to the entire Jeppesen library of
charts, as well as all of the service functionality
described above.
With electronic access to Jeppesen’s charts
you don’t need to limit or change your
charting coverage—the entire worldwide
library is available all the time, online, via thick
client software, the Web or on mobile devices.

•

•

There is no change in subscription price
for changing your operating area or access
method, providing a streamlined business
model that allows your operation to focus on
the mission at hand.
Jeppesen supports both iOS and Windows
hardware operating systems.

•

With an enterprise solution you do not need to
change your coverage or subscription to add
or remove pilots, units or fleets.

•

Managing charting is now easier than ever as
pilots transition from offline chart viewing to
online to cockpit operational usage.

Conclusion
We’re listening to you and adapting our industry-leading charting solutions to maximize government and military operational efficiency and
effectiveness while minimizing procurement and
implementation challenges. We heard you when
you told us you need immediate access to the
entire Jeppesen library from anywhere at anytime
you conduct your missions—that’s precisely why
we created TNS.

Windows-based hardware, it’s easy because
mobile licenses are available to you under
the TNS contract.
Even if you switch hardware, say from Apple to
Windows, your pricing does not change!
Total access to your charts and chart information
is available, 24/7, connected and disconnected,
on the ground or in the cockpit while executing the
approach. TNS from Jeppesen has you covered.
Users, planners, and even procurement agencies
will find TNS the most comprehensive and simple
answer to the critical operational requirement for
safe, high-quality, global aeronautical information.
Should you have any questions or concerns
regarding the solutions that have been detailed in
this document, please do not hesitate to contact
your Jeppesen Government and Military Aviation
representative.

TNS gives operators and mission planners the
flexibility to access the world’s most accurate and
globally diverse charting library in the most operationally effective ways.
No need to contact Jeppesen when your data
needs change, you already have access to the
entire library available from Jeppesen. If you
decide to drop paper and purchase Apple or
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